Expanding/Upgrading Planning to deploy ENTERPRISES STRUGGLE TO KEEP UP WITH EVOLVING SECURITY OPERATIONS AND COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS AS A RESULT, ENTERPRISES DEPLOY MULTIPLE TOOLS TO IDENTIFY AND PRIORITIZE VULNERABILITIES AND MANAGE COMPLIANCE.

Increasing SecOps maturity can help enterprises meet rising challenges ENTERPRISES HAVE VARYING SECOPS MATURITY, AND ONLY 5% HAVE OPTIMIZED THEIR SECOPS APPROACH.

50% increase their ability to mitigate risk
54% experience faster remediation
55% can't keep up with regulations
54% report day-to-day activities take too much time
49% experience challenges preventing security
54% experience fewer security vulnerabilities
19% have better integration between security and operations

Tools to help identify affected systems
Tools to help prioritize security issues
Tools to help report on enterprise compliance with regulations
Tools to help prioritize security issues
Tools to help ensure security and compliance of application in DevOps process
Tools to consolidate data about identification, deployment, and prioritization of security issues
Tools to consolidate data about identification, deployment, and prioritization of security issues

50% lock-proper staffing
50% can't keep up with regulations
54% report day-to-day activities take too much time
49% experience challenges preventing security

Methodology: This Technology Adoption Profile was commissioned by BMC Software. To create this profile, Forrester Consulting conducted a custom survey of 100 IT security and operations decision makers working within enterprises with more than 1,000 employees in August 2017.

Reduce Risk While Increasing DevOps Efficiency ...AND IMPROVED SECOPS MATURITY DRIVES CLEAR BUSINESS BENEFITS.

69% Fewer security breaches
68% Fewer security distractions
49% Decreased cost of patching
47% Improved efficiency between operations and development teams
47% Decreased cost of compliance

54% experience fewer breaches
49% experience fewer distractions
48% experience faster remediation
56% increase their ability to mitigate risk
34% have better integration between security and operations
69% fewer security breaches
68% fewer security distractions

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of BMC, August 2017

Base: 100 IT security and operations managers in US enterprises
Base: 56 organizations with more mature SecOps in US enterprises
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